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Wizaya, died   in a Burma jail after the  amazing period of   164 days of hunger
strike.	^
 23.	These   deaths concentrated the  country's  attention  on the   treatment of
political prisoners.   The Government,   which was contemplating special legislation
against hunger strikers, had to give this up and promises were held out of better
treatment.    On the strength of these promises the A. I. C. C. requested the remaining
hunger-strikers to give up the strike and this request was acceded  to.   The govern-
ment has however not fulfilled its promises yet.
 24.	Another group case is at present -going on  in   Calcutta in   which   Syt.
Subhas Chandra  Bose, a  member of the Working  Committee,  and several other
prominent Congressmen are being tried.
Arrests of Indians for political reasons have  also been  reported from Shanghai
and the Malay States.
25.	Apart from numerous trials and convictions of political  and labour workers,
methods of repression have  been used by the police which were described by the
A. I. C. C. as  "barbarous**.   On  one occasion seven  young men  collecting  funds
for   the   defence of the  Lahore under-trial prisoners  were beaten by the police, in
the presence of the! District  Magistrate,  till some of them  were senseless   and all
had received severe injuries. Their offence was their crying "Down with Imperialism"
and "Long Live Revolution."    Even more  barbarous treatment  was resorted to in
Lahore in the case of the under-trial prisoners in the conspiracy case.     They were
beaten in open court in the presence of the trying magistrate, and,- it was stated, that
they were ill-treated in a variety of ways, outside the court house.
 26.	Apart from the recent trials and convictions it should be remembered that
there are a large of number of long term political prisoners  in various jails in India
and the Andaman Islands.    These include detenus under Regulation III of 1818  and
martial law prisoners who were  sentenced  by special  tribunals  during the martial
law regime in the Punjab ten yeas ago in 1919.    Besides these there are twenty
seven political prisoners in jails who were sentenced  to transportation for life in
1914-15 during war time.     They were    tried and  sentenced   by    special^   com-
missions   and not by the ordinary law courts.   They have now been in prison far
15 years.
 27.	Labour troubles and strikes have continued during the year and have come to
ahead.   There was another general strike In Bombay textile mills involving  1,50,000
workers.   The strike demonstrated that Indian labour was developing a new militant
and class-conscious outlook.    The strike  was a great  success to begin with and
showed that there was  considerable  organising ability behind it.     But after six
months or more it failed.   Another general strike took place  in  the Jute areas in
Bengal involving about 2,50,000 workers.    The Jute workers were badly organised
but they succeeded.   Sporadic strikes however continued and partly undid the work
of the general strike.
28.	Another strike which has attracted widespread attention and   sympathy has
been the strike of the Tinplate workers in   Golmuri near Jamshedpur.   This strike
involved 3*000 workers, mostly skilled,  and  it   has continued for eight and a half
months now.   The demands of the strikers were very moderate but the 'employers
and the Behar Government have persistently refused even an enquiry.   The Legis-
lative Assembly censured the attitude of government and passed a resolution for  the
withdrawal of the protection given to the Tinplate industry.    But, as  often happens
with the resolutions of the Assembly, this resolution also has been ignored by govern-
ment.   No enquiry even has yet taken place and the strike  continues.   Sympathetic
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,; snilces have taken place in Budge Budge and elsewhere.
year the Trades Disputes BUI was passed by the Assembly in
on firoBi   labour.    The Public Safety Bill met a sudden
of the Assembly  ruled that it could not be proceeded
<>ing on.   This objection was easily overcome
form of an Ordinance by executive decree.
.	"** ^	,      -	*
The South Indian Railway strike of 1928 was followed by the arrest and triaj
of many persons.   The   Judge of Trichinopoly sentenced fifteen of
years' rigorous imprisonment in April last.   Appeals from   these convic-

